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Seceders Fall Before Mighty SPRING GRID
Doc Stewart's Cinder Artists
PRACTICE ENDS
Twirling of Tiger Marvel Much Promising Material Is
Swamp Wildcats 78 to 33
RICHARDS STARS AFIELD AND AT BAT
IN TIGER WIN—KEEL ALSO STARS
TIGERS BLANK ERSKINE
SECEDERS

TIGERS WIN ONCE
AND LOSE THRICE

Flint Kheni Beats Lefty Beard in
Great Pitcher's Battle, Each Twirl er Fanning 13 Men—Flint Lets Birmingham Southern Victims of
Tigers in First Game—Alabama
Seceders Down With Lone Single.
Takes One—Mississippi Gets Brace
Flint Rhem blanked Erskine at Due
A travel-worn and weary bunch of
West Monday afternoon for the second time this year. While Flint Tigers ambled into Tigertown Sunwas holding Erskine to one hit and day night after a week's sojourn in
no runs, the Tigers were counting the wilds of Alabama and Mississippi.
four runs. Lefty Beard was going They brought one scalp out of four
great guns for Erskine but was no attempts with them. Birminghammatch for the Clemson super hurlev. Southern, the first of the quartette of
Each of the pitchers struck out 13 hard ones, bit the dust Wednesday
for Gibson. Gibson held the Biropposing batsmen.
mingham outfit to seven widely scatTIGERS SCORE IN THUID
Clemson counted first in the third tered bingles while the Tigers were
Inning when Murr was safe on In- collecting thirteen safeties for a 5
man's error with none out. Richards to 3 victory. The Tigers committed
hit for two sacks and Murr took a total of six bobbles during the
third.
Vincent hit to Beard and game, being probably tired out from
Lefty tried to run Bill down between the long trip. Cox, Reames, and
third and home but dropped the ball Melton led the swatting for Roderick
and Murr scampered across the plate. & Co. with two each. Everybody
Vincent was safe at first.
Cox else on the team got at least one.
smacked one to center field for two STEVENSON INJURED IN
bases while Vincent and Richards
WEDNESDAY GAME
scored, Cox taking third when Smith
It was in this contest that Stevenbobbled his hit.
for the Tigers, was
The Tigers scored again in the son, catching
injured when a Birmingfifth. Richards hit his second two- painfully
bagger of the day. Vincent sacrific- ham-Southern man slid for home
ed him to third. Cox struck out. with feet in the air just as Steve
Reames hit a liner through third dived for the ball. Steve suffered
which Huffman could not handle, and a couple of severe cuts about the
face but fortunately escaped without
Jack got two bases, going to third serious
injury. Rusty Keel relieved
on McCarley's bad throw. Cox scorhim behind the plate.
ed in the interim.
VINCENT STARTS DOUBLE PLAY RHEM LOSES FERST OF SEASON
On Thursday Flint Rhem lost nis
In the eighth inning Vincent halted a rally by a beautiful bit of field- first game of the season. The crack
ing. Sherer had singled and went to University of Alabama nine counted
second when Stuart was hit in the for eight hits off Flint which, couplribs. Whitsides lifted one to Vin- ed with seven errors by the Clemson
cent and Charlie drove it back to fielders, spelled defeat for the Tigers
Clemson garnered six safeties off
Davis catching Stuart off first.
Abe Richards played
a stellar Cunningham's benders but failed to
game at the keystone sack. He bunch them in sufficient quantities
handled five chances without a sem- to win.
MISSISSDPPI TAKES PAIR
blance of an error. To complete the
day he smacked out two nice two
From Tuscaloosa the Tigers journeyed to McComb, Miss, where they
base hits.
Bill Murr injured his lame ankle met the Mississippi College nine and
again when he scored in the first gave up another by the close count
inning. Davis replaced him at first of 2 to 0. Crosland pitched a beautiful game, allowing the Mississipbase.
Another bright spot in the game pians only three hits, but Lambright
was the receiving
of Rusty Keel. gave up only one safe blow to the
This nimble backstop
handled all Tigers, a creaming triple by Gibson.
of his chances and was always in the This was the best game of the trip
proximity of first base to back up and looked like old times. Saturday
infield throws.
He looked like a Gibson locked horns with Lyon of
Mississippi at Clinton. The pitching
million dollars.
—E. G. P. seemed about even, both teams se_CACcuring eight safeties.
However,
Clemson made five miscues and dropped the game 6 to 2.
COACH RODERICK
The Tiger supporters
back at
IS CALLED HOME Clemson
can fully appreciate the difficulties which the team encountered
Clemson Captain is Summoned to on the trip. In the first place, those
Father's Bedside Tuesday After- four '.3ams are all good—better than
noon.
the average, in fact. The figures
show that the Clemson fielders were
Captain T. E. Roderick, assistant distinctly off color in their defensive
commandant and coach of the Tiger work. This is certainly unusual conbaseball team, was called to the bed- sidering the fact that several errorside of his father, who is critically less games have been hung up by
ill at his home in Ohio. Captain these same Tigers this season. The
Roderick left the college Tuesday big thing was that they didn't let
afternoon immediately upon receipt up after the week was over. Monday
of the message informing him of his morning they hit the trail for Due
father's condition.
West and the same afternoon handed
The entire corps, all of whom are the Seceders their second coat of
friends of Captain Roderick, will re- whitewash for this season, which fact
gret to learn of his fathers' illness plainly shows that they weren't disand trust that his condition is not couraged. That's a real Tiger team.
so serious as is feared.
—E. G. P.
—E. G. P.
•
CAC
CAC
Rev. John McSween of TimmonsCLEMSON COLLEGE BASE BALL ville will preach in the Presbyterian
SCHEDULE—1923.
church Sunday Morning. Mr. McSween recently accepted the call to
Apr. 26 -Davidson at Clemson
this church.
Apr. 27 -Newberry at Clemson
Apr. 28 -Carolina at Clemson
C. R. Ford (Jitney) was a recent
Apr. 30 -Furman at Clemson
visitor on the Campus.
May 3- -Citadel at Clemson
May 4- -Newberry at Newberry
Mrs. M. E. Bradley entertained at
May b -Presbyterian at Clinton
afternoon
in
May 7 -Miss. College at Clemson Bridge on Tuesday
8—Miss. College at Clemson honor of Mrs. E. J. Stewart.
May

Developed — Captain
May Optimistic

1923

GRID CANDIDATES MAKE
GOOD SHOWING DURING
SPRING PRACTICE

When Coach May recently sounded his clear and clarion like call for
volunteers to don the mole skins and
turn out for spring football practice,
a large and enthusiastic bunch of
huskies responded.
The first workout showed that all
these boys were out in dead earnest
to make a place on the '23 squad,
and this spirit prevailed thruout the
entire training season. There is going to be a bunch of opposition for
the various positions in the Tiger
eleven next fall and all hands will be
forced to step out to the limit of
their respective abilities in order to
win one of the coveted honors.
The course of instruction thruout
the spring has consisted of the fundamental rudiments of the autumn
past time. A great deal of attention
was given to such defensive tactics
as blocking tackling and falling on
the ball. The coaches decided to
dispense with scrimmage work during the spring, this being too hard
on the men, who thus far, have not
been put thru the proper hardening
procession for the heavy grind.
The squad is now going out on the
track each afternoon for the purpose
of getting up wind, increasing the
speed of the players, and putting the
leg muscles into shape.
Several football men are now engaged in baseball and track, consequently they have been deprived of
a spring workout so far. After the
closing of these seasons a campaign
of kicking, passing, and running will
be instituted for the purpose of increasing the efficiency of those
phases of the major sport.
Big Sam Jackson is back and
from all indications he will be a tornado by himself. The big boy shows
a marked increase in speed, weight,
and driving power.
Mr. Red Cortez Wilson has been
demonstrating in a most favorable
manner, what he will do if he gets
in that game.
From the progress
that this sorrel topped lad has been
making he will undoubtedly be in
that game too, for he looks mighty
good now.
The pivot position is in for quite
a bit of competition. "Butch" Hollohan and "Snow Bird" are the major
candidates. This is the most important line position and a bunch of cool
head work will be required in addition to a husky physique.
The class of '26 is not without its
representatives in the big squabble
Bankhead, Bowles, and Qulnn are
some of the men who pushed the
pig skin for the Tiger Cubs last fall
and all of these boys have been doing fine work during the spring training season.
The majestic figure of big rat
Strouther is another valuable addition to the squad. This being his
first year at Clemson, he was forced
to confine his efforts to the Freshman squad last fall. He now has no
such restrictions and we hope to see
this big fellow bucking his way to
fame in major line up1 next fall.
Taking all things into consideration, the coaches feel mighty good
over Clemsons' prospects for the '23
grid season.
Everything seems to point to an
overwhelming success for the Tiger
outfit next fall and we look forward
with pleasure to the task of attaching a large number of healthy
scalps to the old provebial rail.
—J. M. L.
CAC
Mrs. R. N. Brackett returned last
week from a visit to Atlanta.
Mr. and Mrs. Gibbes of New York
City were the guests of Dr. and Mrs.
Calhoun for the past week end.
Miss Collings of Crewe, Va. is on
a visit to her brother Prof. G. H.
Collings.

DAVIDSON STRONG IN FIELD EVENTS
BUT NO MATCH FOR TIGERS ON TRACK

CLEMSON GLEE
CLUB ENTERTAINS
IN GAFFNEY

Jack Chandler Leads In Points Scored—Young Makes New Record In
Mile Run—Tigers Win Ten First
Places Out of Fourteen.

On last Saturday the College Glee
Club and Orchestra traveled to the
pleasant city of Gaffney. Upon their
arrival, the Glee Club was met by a
crowd of lovely Limestone College
girls, who immediately stole the
whole troupe of Tiger men, and rode
them around in cars until dinner.
After dinner, the Limestone girls
gave a big reception for the club.
Some of the girls had a hard time
getting a few of the boys away from
the punch bowl, but they finally succeeded in getting them to go for a
stroll.
The entertainment,
which was
given at Limestone College, was a
great success. The Tiger
singers
were encored again, and again. Garret, Leitzey, Ricker, and Vogel, the
End Men, made a big hit. The Glee
Club has some songs that are "quite
the stuff," some of them being, "I
Wasn't Scared," "Unexpectedly," and
"You've Got to See My Mammy."
Tolleson's solo, "I'll Forget You,"
was another hit. Probably the biggest hit was the Tiger music, furnished by the original Clemson Jungaleers, causing many of the girls to
express their desire that the show
might be turned into a dance.
The Glee Club greatly appreciates
the hospitality of the Gaffney people,
and they are looking forward to next
year's trip, when they can once more
make a sensation with the Limestone
girls.

For the third time in as many
weeks Doc Stewart's Tiger track
team emerged from its meet victorious by an overwhelming score. This
time the Davidson Wildcats were the
losers in a meet held on their home
field, the score being Clemson 78 1-2
Davidson 33 1-2.
Clemson practically whitewashed
the Davidsonians in the track events,
the Tiger athletes winning first in
every one of them. Not only did
they get firsts in all the track events
but they got both firsts and second
in five of the eight. The 100, 220,
440, 880, and low hurdles
were
walkaways for the Tigers.
Jack
Chandler and Charlie Robinson took
first and second respectively in both
the hundred and the two-twenty,
Zeigler and Killian took the 440,
Wood and Rice took the 880, Young
won the mile, and Huggins the twomile. In the hurdles Wade and Mace
took first and second in the lows
while Mace won the highs.
Davidson was more fortunate in
the field events, the Wildcats taking
firsts in the shot, javelin, pole vault,
and high jump, these being the only
firsts Davidson took. Finklea hurled the discus 113.6 feet, winning this
event for Clemson, while Pepper won
the broad jump at 20.8 feet with
Hall coming within a hair-breadth of
tieing him by jumping 20.75 feet.
Charlie Young set a new Clemson
record in the mile by winning that
event in 4 minutes 41 1-10 seconds.
This was done in spite of the track
being in rather poor condition.
Jack Chandler, by continuing his
custom of winning both the hundred
and the two-twenty, again led the Tigers in individual scoring with ten
points. Hall scored three seconds for
nine points, while Mace took a first
and a second for eight points.
Gracey led the Davidson scorers with
7 1-2.
Detail:
100 yards. Chandler,
Clemson
first. 10 seconds. Robinson, Clemson second.
22 0 yards.
Chandler, Clemson
first. 23 3-10 seconds. Robinson
Clemson second.
440 yards. Zeigler. Clemson first.
54 4-5 seconds. Killian, Clemson second.
330 yards. Wood, Clemson. 2
minutes 1 1-5 seconds. Rice, Clemson second.
1 mile. Young, Clemson first. 4
minutes 41 1-10 seconds. McConnel,
Davidson second.
2 miles. Huggins, Clemson first.
10 minutes 40 seconds.
Selzer,
Davidson second.
110 yard high hurdles.
Mace,
Clemson first.
14
4-5 seconds.
Gracey, Davidson second.
110 yard low hurdles.
Wade
Clemson first. 12 4-5 seconds. Mace
Clemson second.
Shot put. Lindamood, Davidson
first. 36.9 feet. Gracey, Davidson
second.
Discus throw. Finklea, Clemson
first. 113.6 feet. Tennant, Clemson
second.
Javelin throw. McCoomb, Davidson first. 152.8 feet. Hall, Clemson
second.
Pole vault. Streibach, Davidson
first. 11 feet. Pepper, Clemson and
Gracey, Davidson tied for second.
High jump. Calhoun, Davidson
first. 5 feet 11 1-2 inches. Hall,
Clemson second.
Broad jump.
Pepper, Clemson
first. 20.8 feet. Hall, Clemson second.
—W. W. B.

"UGLIEST MAN"
CONTEST EXCITES
MUCH INTEREST

Verner Leads At Present With Hartley A Close Second—Fifteen Candidates Are Nominated—Voting is
Heavy. Have You Cast Your Votes?
Clemson's Ugliest Man Contest, being conducted by and for the benefit
of the Block C Club, is resulting in
a heated contest with Johnny Verner leading R. L. Hartley by a scant
margin. J. T. Wigington and B. S.
Brown follow in the standing, with
a large number of candidates bringing up the rear with less than ten
votes each.
Each purchase of fifteen cents at
the "Block C Shop" gives the customer a vote in the Ugliest Man election. Every loyal Tiger should purchase his tobacco, candy, and other
eats at. the "C Shop", thereby benefiting the Club and at the same time
helping alorg his favorite candidate
in the contest. Come out, do your
duty at the polls, and elect the proper man to this important public
position of "The Ugliest Man in
Tigertown."
The teahound element seems to be
running strong in the election, a
number of noted snakes
standing
high in the ranking with one of their
number at the head of the list. If
one of the "lounge lizards" is elected, he wil lprobably have a hard time
keeping his election to this office a
secret from his lady friends.
Following is the standing of the
candidates as announced by the election managers at 12 mid-night April
23.
1. J. V. Verner
2. R. L. Hartley
3. J. T. Wigington
4. B. S. Brown
5. D. C. Ayers
6. H. D. Mulins
7 and 8.
B. A. Morgan and Prof.
Burr tied.
9, 10, and 11. Prof. Clark, C. C.
Sartor, and Tom Taylor, tied.
12, J. S. LeGette
13. S. S. Hamilton
14 and 15. V. C. Sanders and
T. S. Jackson, class '19 was a visitor on the Campus Sunday.
Prof. Dargan tied.
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GiMterak
THE OLD AND THE NEW
Honor to whom honor is due. The
old staff deserves much praise, and
from whom should it come if not
from we who worked with them and
who know the trials and tribulations which came to them during
their term of office. From the alumni all over the country and from
"Tiger" readers everywhere came
words of praise—that the Tiger for
'22—'23 was the best in the history
of the college—words that made the
men who put forth their best efforts
for old Clemson feel good.
The members of the retiring staff
have performed their duties with a
zeal that is
praiseworthy. There
was a spirit of co-operation among
them that will last long after these
men have passed from Clemson. They
developed an earnestness in work that
will stand them good stead when
they are performing their various
tasks in the field of everyday life.
The retiring editor is a man who
gave everything he had toward the
foundation of a bigger and better
Tiger. He gave up athletics that he
might devote more time to making
a periodical which would please the
alumni and give them accurate news
about their Alma Mater. Here's to
you, Woodle.
We, the new staff, humbly admit
that we are- not worthy to fill the
shoes of the old, but on the other
hand we assert a real willingness to
work. It is our earnest desire to
make the Tiger for '23—'24 as good
as the past years periodical has been.
We can do so, however, only with the
assistance of the whole student body.
That clause, "published weekly by
the Clemson corps of cadets," must
mean something.
If the students
will all co-operate with the staff, we
can make the Tiger the best college
periodical of any college in the South
—let's do it!
—E. H. H
CAC
—
GOOD PICTURE COMING

us will follow them back to their
own colleges, and we should make
the reports they carry back with
them profitable to Clemson. A very
good example of this mode of conduct is found in the student body of
Davidson. In every way, visitors on
the campus at Davidson are made
to feel at home, and to feel as if they
were welcome guests, and not intruders. The Tiger track squad is
very enthusiastic in its praise of the
treatment accorded them in Davidson
last week, and every member of the
squad is looking forward to another
trip to that school. Why not have
other schools think this of Clemson?
This is our home for four years.
Le's make it a home in the true
sense of the word.
In the next two weeks let every
man be on the job in building up a
name for Clemson for friendliness
and courtsey. The Team will do
their part. Let's do ours!
—E. L. S.
CAC
THE COLLEGE LIBRARY
It would be a big surprise to many
of us who read a lot to know how
many boys at Clemson never go up
to the college library.
We have
heard men in the Sophomore and
Junior classes say that they have
never been in the library.
This is
a most lamentable fact, especially to
those boys, because reading is an
essential part of any college course,
no matter what the curriculum be.
Clemson has one of the most upto-date libraries that is to be found
in the state, and for that matter anywhere.
All of the principal daily
papers may be found there, and there
is a profuse variety of weekly and
monthly magazines at the desk. College boys, more than anyone else,
should keep abreast of the times, and
if one reads the papers in the library
he need not worry about not knowing the news.
And the treasure chest of this
library lies in the number and variety of good hooks that may be
found there. Not only may one
find the complete works of Shakespeare, Milton, Stevenson, Kipling,
Mark Twain, and others, but here
are to be found the best of modern
novels and popular fiction. Everyone may find good literature to suit
his particular taste.
One hears many boys say they
want to get jobs in South America,
Cuba, The Phillipines, and other
foreign countries when they finish at
Clemson. There is no better place to
get complete information concerning
these various places than in the
library. Any number of Agricultural and engineering periodicals are
to be found in the library.
There are two efficient and very
competent librarians in charge of
this department of the college, and
they will gladly give information to
students who are seeking it.
We
should be very proud of our library
and lets make it useful as well as
ornamental.
—E. H. H.
-CACRIVERSIDE NEWS
The beautiful spring weather that
has been pravailing on our lovely
campus for the last few days has
penetrated as far as Riverside Valley
also. Many of the "would-be" inhabitants have been enjoying their
morning siestas unhampered. But
unfortunately the Army thought it
necessary to invade that region on
last Sunday morning; thereby, causing a great deal of uncalled for disturbance.
The Riverside people
would greatly appreciate it if the
Army would not take it upon themselves to invade their peaceful region on the day of rest.
It is remarked though, that the
Riverside people are not having very
good luck in the fishing business;
but some good runners are being developed.
—D. C. A.
CAC
ALUMNI NOTES

MOVING PICTURE
BENEFIT BLOCK "C"
CLUB TO BE SHOWN
'When Knighthood was in Flower"
To Be Shown In "Y" and In Chapel
On Friday.
One of the most sensational and
best pictures of the season will be
shown at Clemson on Friday, April
2 8. This picture has been much
heralded and widely advertised for
the last several months and no one
who can possibly help it should miss
this feature. It is a picture which
takes us back to the days of chivalrous knights and beautiful ladies—
days when
brave knights often
fought for fair lady.
Marion Davies, supported by Forrest Stanley, is the star of this production. The fact that it is a Paramount picture and a Cosmopolitian
production is enough advertisement
for the picture.
The Block "C" Club always has
one picture shown annually, the profits from which will go this year toward the construction of a Students
Home at Clemson.
This Club was
unusually fortunate in
securing
"When Knighthood Was In Flower."
for the present session, because it is
a picture which we all want to see.
• The first show will be held in the
Y. M. C. A. auditorium at 2 o'clock
in the afternoon. The second show
will be in chapel at 6:45; the third
show will be held in the "Y" auditorium. Seats for the last show
will be reserved.
Tickets will be on sale at the "Y"
and the "Jew-Shop" after Monday.
Admission for cadets is 35 cents,
children 25 cents, except last show,
and others 50 cents.
Come one, come all, and help the
Block "C" Club at the same time
that you are seeing the best picture
of the year.
—E. H. H.
.
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P. C. SPEAKER WINS IN
ORATORICAL CONTEST
F. C. Clark of Simiter Wins First
Place—Paul Hardin Wins Second
For Woffoid C. J. Allen of Furman is Third.
At the annual intercollegiate oratorical contest in Greenwood on
April 20, F. C. Clark, P. C. Student
was selected by the judges as winner. His subject was "The Underlying Challenge."
Paul Hardin Jr. of Chester, a student at Wofford won second place.
His speech was "The One Road."
Third place was awarded to C. J.
Allen of Furman
University who
spoke on "Nationalism and Internationalism."
The judges were S. T. Patterson
of Columbia, Congressman James F.
Byrnes of Aiken, and President RO. Lawton of Lander college.
The following students m addition
to the winners represented their respective colleges: H. A. Woodle,
Clemson College, speaking on "A Nation's Peril; J. W. McCain; Newberry
College, speaking on "From Rib to
Ribbon;" J. D. Blanding, Citadel,
speaking on "The Nation's Attitude
to Law;" Coleman Karesh, University of S. O, "Unabtained Ideals;"
R. E. Haymaker, College of Charleston, "The Spectrum of Life;" W. M.
Boyce, Erskine, "America's Samaritanism."
This was the 2 5th annual meeting of the S. C. Intercollegiate Oratorical Association, and was held at
Lander College in Greenwood.
—E. H. H.
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INTERESTING FACTS

MOTHER'S
COOKING
Visit
CLINT TAYLOR'S
LUNCH STAND
Hot Dogs — Dogs Hot
Cigars,
Cigarettes,
Soft Drinks,
Milks,
Sandwiches,
Candy,

:

-.3

WE HAVE

A Complete Line
of
Loose Leaf Note Books
Lefax Note Books
Note Book Fillers

—Most Anything You Want.

Clemson Jewelry

COME ONCE, AND

Pennants

YOU'LL COME AGAIN

Pillow Covers
Stationery

MYSELF
I have to live with myself, and so,
I want to be fit for myself to know,
I want to be able as the days go by
Always to look myself straight in the
eye;
I don't want to stand with the setting
sun,
And hate myself for the things I've
done.
I want to go out with my head erect;
I want to deserve all men's respect;
But here in the struggle for fame and
self,
I want to be able to like myself;
I don't want to look at myself and
know,
That I'm bluster and chaff and an
empty show.
I never can hide myself from me,
I see what others may never see,
I know what others may never know,
1 never can fool myself—and so,
Whatever happens, I want to be
Self-respecting and conscience free.
—Edgar A. Guest.

Fountain Pens
Cameras
Photographic Supplies
Norris Candies
Eversharp Pencils

RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES
L Cleveland Martin

Y. M. O. A. NOTES
Dr. Riggs, the speaker at the last
Sunday evening vesper service, calmly rose to his feet, announced his
subject, and held the large number
of his listeners to their highest pitch
of emotion for several minutes. He
spoke of the pictures, both moving
and stationary, that constantly come
before our mind's eye, and explained
the difficulty, with which every man
has to struggle, of creating the habit
of hanging only those pictures in his
art gallery which elevate and cause
him to have only the highest and
cleanest of thoughts and ideals. He
stressed the point that . pictures,
when once well established', are very
stubborn about being erased even
though they are undesirable. Some
pictures, when once made are never
erased, and, like a superstition, they
haunt our lives, sapping vigor and
manhood from our souls.
Every man, at one time or another
has the desire to be remembered.
Then, let us resolve to stand for the
right creating not only the pictures
that cause pleasant recollections, but
those that cause us to see beyond the
horizon and point out the star of
hope that lights our way to that
type of success that will withstand
the storms that
continually beat
upon the lives of men.
Have you noticed that rise in temperature lately.—Well, that
is
characteristic of summer, but oh,
boy! that water in the swimmingpool just naturally extracts
the
"spring fever" and replace it with
the feeling that there is no such
thing as a microbe or bacillus. Don't
stand up in the balcony and wish
that you were an expert in the art
of swimming. Edison says of talent
that is one percent genius and ninety
nine percent hard work. No man develops an art without practice. Come
down, take a cold shower and dive
in.
Get in practice . for the three
months of vacation and we will
guarantee that you will not regret
the time spent in a sport that develops the body into a muscular and
symmetrical system.
—S. W. H.

Enough powder was plastered on
the noses of American woman last
year to make a chalk pillar for Napoleon's tomb.
Enough energy f>vas wafcted on
chewing gum in New York to move
the Flatiron Building seventeen and
one half feet.
CAC
"Jitney" Ford '20, who took a
TOWNVDL/LE NEWS
Student's Test Course at Schenectady
N. Y. and who is now Service Man
to the General Electric Co., stationed
Many young boys are growing up
at Atlanta, was a recent visitor on in our town and community whose
the Campus.
future holds great things in store
for them for just the other day some
Bill Perry '14 is Secretary and one phoned the writer that one of the
Treasurer of Perry Mann Electric Co. boys in our community had helped
to make a radio and now they were
of Columbia, S. C.
enjoying lectures from almost any
of the United States and Cuba.
Fritz Myers '16 is teaching at the parts
This young man was none other
City School of Waycross, Ga.
than Calhoun McLees of Clemson
-CACCollege—Anderson Daily Mail.
A POINTER FROM THE
Tom Jackson '20, who is a travelDAVTDSONIANS ing Salesman for Textile Supplies
-CACJimmie Parker '17 is a merchant
with headquarters in Greenville, was
ALUMNI NOTES
Beginning with the V. P. I. game a visitor on the Campus Sunday.
at Granitsville, S. C.
Wednesday, there are eight games to
be staged on the campus in the folW. J. Erwin '21 is assistant SuperRudolph Farmer '22, who has been
E. H. Pate, '15 is assitant cashier
lowing two weeks. During this time working with the Extension Depart- intendent of Lynchburg Mills, Lynch- in Merchant's and Planter's Bank of
Clemson will be host to many athle- ment of the College is now Demon- burg, Va.
Lamar, S. C.
tes from other schools. These ath- stration Agent for Oconee County
letes are representatives, as it were, with headquarters at Walhalla, S. C
A wedding of special interest to
M. B. Sams, '05 is in hardware
of their respective schools, and they
the members of the class of '20 is business with Gaffney Hardware Co.,
should be accorded treatment as
J. K. Marvin '18, is a farmer near that of A. F. Holley to Miss Linda Gaffney, S. C.
same. Consequently the student body
Catherine Sullivan of Ware Shoals, S.
at Clemson should exert themselves White Hall, S. C.
in every way possible to make the
"Boo" Armstrong, '22, is in the
stay of the visitors on the campus
Carroll Mills, '20, is teaching Vo"Sixty" Rivers '20, is working with Valuation Dept. of the Chicago and
pleasant.
cational Agriculture at Wagnall, S an architectural firm in Asheville, Alton Railroad, Chicago, 111.
The opinion the vistors form of
N. C.
—C. C. G.
The motion picture lovers have
some rare treats in store for them at
the Y. auditorium. Holtzy has endeavored to give us the best and so
far he has succeeded in bringing to
us some really good pictures. Two
especially good pictures are to be
shown this week: Wesley Barry in
"School Days" and Marion Davies
in "When Knighthood Was in Flower," which is aclaimed to be one of
the ten best plays ever produced on
the screen. Then in May we have:
"Robin Hood," starring Douglas
Fairbanks; "Way Down East," an
exceptionally good picture produced
by D. W. Griffith; and "Adam's Rib",
which is a sequel to "Manslaughter,"
shown here some time ago.
—D. C. A.
CAC

s a

The Rexall Druggist
a
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T CAFETERIA
We Serve Regular Meals,
Pies, Cakes, Sandwiches,
Ice Cream,
Ice Cold Milks,
Soft Drinks,
Fruits and Candies,
Hot Dogs a Speciality.
Y. M. C. A. BASEMENT
To the People of Clemson College.—
I will do gardening and floral
work. Will assist In say and all
lines of community service. Reliability and Punctuality. Special
features.—C. B. Henry, Campus.

PUBLIC SALES
We hare purchased 122,000 pair
U. g. Army Munson last shoes, sizes
* 1-3 to 12, which was the entire
■urplns stock of one of the largest
tr. S. Government shoe contractors.
This shoe Is guaranteed one hundred percent leather, color dark tan,
bellows tongue, dirt and waterproof.
The actual value of this shoe Is ?6.0t.
Owing to this tremendous buy we can
offer same to the public at ?2.95.
Send correct size. Pay postman on
delivery or send money order. If
shoes are not as represented, we will
cheerfully refund your money upon
request.

NATIONAL BAY STATE
SHOE COMPANY
MM Broadway
MHW YORK, w.

Y.

When the other fellow gets rich, it's
luck,
Just blundering luck that brings
him gains;
But when we win, it's a case of
pluck,
With intelligent effort ana lots of
brains,—Tit-Bits.

lUMOl^
WISE
AND
OTHERWISE

.-&3^t?,*,,.

"I can't do a thing with Jones,"
said the manager. "I've had him in
three departments, and he dozes all
BY SKINNY
day long."
"Put him at the pajama counter,"
Lots of girls use domb-bells to get suggested the propietor, "and fasten
this card on him:
color in their cheeks.
"Our night clothes are of such
Lots of girls use color in their
superior
quality that even the man
cheeks to get dumb-bells.
who sells them can not keep awake."
—Periscope.
Epworth Herald.

If a Theta
Meet a Beta
With a Gamma Phi
If a Theta
Greeta Beta
Needa Kappa Psi?
Every Theta
Hasa Mata
None they say have i
But all the boys
They smile on me
'Cause I'm a Hunka Pi

Trials of the Aviator's Sweetheart
Flora—"Haven't you been up with
Jim lately?"
Dora—"Not since our falling out
last week."
—Froth.
He—"I told your father that I
just dote on you."
She—"What did he say?"
He—"That I had better find an
antidote."-—London Mail.
"Life is just one blow after another" said tne engineer, as he reached for his hankerehief.

"Have you had your iron today?"
said the thug as he tapped his victim on the head with a bit of pipe.

The Californiac
"Just to think," said the tourist,
■—Ex. "I came all the way from Boston
just to see your wonderful sunset."
"Someone's been stringin' ye stran"What have you been doing all ger," answered Alkali Ike, "it ain't
summer?"
mine."
J&arion Davies and Jonest Stanley m asme/wmaegammount gidure
"I had a position in my father's
—Black and Blue Jay
"When Knighthood was LnJbwer " A cosmopolitan Production
office. And you?"
"Wasn't working either."
Teacher: "Johny, what is veloFrivol.
COMING APRIL 28.
city?"
Johny:
"Velocity
is
what
a
fellow
Lieutenant Cobb got peeved with
'A woman, sir," answered the
a freshman for not having on enough lets go a bee with.—Ex.
'Take the elevator
Hotel Clerk:
clothes at reveille.
On the next
to the fourth floor."
guilty one.
"So you're engaged! How did you
day the freshman failed to salute
Country Guest: "How heavy is it?"
"Of course it was a woman," snapever do it?"
! ped the judge. "Did you ever hear
Lieutenant Cobb.
"Oh, I acted like an awkard baseLt. Cobb—"Why didn't you salute
"Have you ever been married," j of anyone marrying a man?"
ball player."
asked the judge.
"Yes, sir," the prisoner said,
me?"
"How's that?"
Freshman—"I thought you were
"Ye-es," stammered the prisoner. brightening, "my sister did."
"Slipped on the diamond!"
"To whom?"
—Gargoyle
still mad with me."

"It's no use, you'll have to turn
your face the other way. I simply
cannot dance with my right cheek."
•—Life
"Goodness, he tninks he knows so
much about golf! Why, I bet he
doesn't know which end of the caddy
to hit with." Ex.
MISTAKES
When a doctor makes a mistake,
he buries it.
When a plumber makes a mistake,
he charges twice for it.
When a lawyer makes a mistake, it
is just what he wanted because he
has a chance to try the case over again.
When a carpenter makes a mistake it becomes the law of the land.
When a preacher makes a mistake
nobody knows the difference.
But when a student makes a mistake—good night!—Exchange.
Extract from Letter From "Prick"
Dear Sandy,
Have you forgot you little Brown
eyed girlie? Sweetness I wrote you
about too week ago and send you one
of my pictures and I have'nt hear a
word from you, I do'nt know if you
read it or not. I do not know what
to write for I have'nt hear from you
in such a long time until I do not
know just what to do. Dear if you
did not want to write to me, why
have'nt you done-all-ready informed
me? I am not going to write any
more, I will await for a reply from
you my Dear. Excuse haste as I am
in a hurryBe a sweet little boy
for your baby.
Just,
Frick.
He—"That taxi driver took some
awful chances coming down."
She—"Well, none but the brave
deserve the fare, you know."—Ex.
Lord Babbington was instructing
the new colored servant in his duties,
saying:
"Now, Zeke. when I ring
for you, vou must answer me by saying "My'Lord, what will you have?"
A few hours afterwards, having
occasion to summon the servant, his
lordship was astonished with the following: "My Gawd, what does you
want now?"—Reel.
"Now I've had my revenge," said
the shoe-shop propietor to his friend
as a customer left.
"Revenge? How so?"
"Well, the young lady who just
went out is a telephone operator. I
gave her the wrong number.'
s
—London Opinion
The reason a man does things is
because he wants to. The reason a
woman does things is because
—Anniston atai

The University of Engineering
Of all the things that go to make the
successful engineer, none is more important, nor more in step with the spirit of the
profession, than a studious attitude. One
man says about another—"he is always
willing to learn," "he doesn't think he
knows it all"—and he intends to pay a
high compliment when he says it.
The great engineers are always at
school, always learning, always seeking
for more knowledge. They begin with
this desire for fuller understanding, and
they keep it up to the end.
Any engineering operation, over and
above the primary purpose for which it is
carried out, is an active and post-graduate class in engineering, also. So that
Westinghouse, or any other great business,

is, of its very nature, a University where
theory and practice combine to make bigger, broader and more practical engineers.
The courses in this University are not
limited to prescribed subjects nor terms—
the subjects are almost infinite, and the
semesters are endless. Men with the
weight of years on their shoulders work
and learn side-by-side with those whose
day has just dawned.
This post-graduate school fits men for
almost anything. Fits them for it, and
makes them continually fitter. Out of
this continuing fitness have grown the
engineering accomplishments on which
this institution has grown. It is, perhaps, one of the great educational institutions of its day.

"How would you classify a telephone girl?
Is it business or profession?"
"Neither, its a calling,
we
i,
Good Hardware
"My ancestors came over in
He
the Mayflower.
She—"It is lucky they did, the
immigration laws are much stricter
now.
"How did you come out with your
test?"
,,
"Oh, I knocked 'em cold.
"Howzat." ■
"Got zero."
When the donkey saw the zebra
He began to wag his tail;
"Well I never" was his comment.
Theres a mule that's been in jail.
ine
—Coker Periscope

Westinghouse
HKlffll

ACHIEVEMENT 8 OPPORTUNITY

CLEMSON NET MEN
FURMAN RATS WIN
LOSE TO DAVIDSON
FROM TIGER NEW BOYS
Smith Pitches Well for Clemson— Tigers lose all four Matches to the
Net Stars of Davidson.
Bunched Hits and Errors Are Costly to Withers' Lads—Mimiick Goes
Last Friday Captain Bill Grier
Good For Hornets.
took his racketeers up to Davidson
Clemson's Freshman
ball club to have a tete a tete with the net
played Furman rats in Greenville men of that institution. In four
Saturday and lost by the score of hard fought matches the Tiger net
emerged the losers.
5-0. Minnick, ihe enemy hurler, hud men
Play was started promptly at two
a fast hall with lots of smoke which o'clock. The weather was ideal even
held the young Tigers
in check, if the sun did send its rays full into
while the Furman flinger fanned 14 the faces of the men as they raised
of the Clemson rats.
their eyes to serve. It was agreed to
Furman's runs came as the result play four matches.
Three singles
of timely hitting combined with a maiches to count twenty each and
few costly errors by the Tl^er biys. one doubles match to count thirty.
Coach Withers' lads were unfortunThe singles were run off first.
ate in having their bobbles come £t Gray drew the Intercollegiate Chamtimes when they would most benefit pion
of North
Carolina.
This
the Hornets.
match was specially interesting since
Smith twirled most of the game Gray won the South Carolina Interfor Clemson, but was relieved toward collegiate singles last year. Gray
the end by Barnie Wilbanks who started off with a rush and at one
held the Furmanites in check for the time held the advantage at 5-2.
short time he occupied the mound.
Bradley showed that he was strong
R H E on the comeback and finally won the
Clemson
0 4 2 set at 7-5. The second set went to
Furman
5 6 2 Bradley in the same manner.
The second match of singles was
Batteries; Smith, Wilbanks, and
LeGette, Magill; Minnick and Her- between Grier and Price. Price won
the match after a harl struggle.
long.
—W. W. B. This match showed that both men
were evenly matched Griei*- won the
CAC—
first set handily by a score of 6-3.
The second set was a bitterly fought
TIGER FISHMEN GO
affair, Price emerging victorious by
a score of 10-8. The final set went
STRONG BUT LOSE to
Price 6-4.
In the third singles match Staley
Silcox Brilliant Work Feature of defeated Fitzgerald in straight sets.
Meet—Leads His Team In Points. The first set was fairly even, Staley
winning by a score of 9-7. The seOn Saturday, April
21st. "Big cond set was won easily by Stantley
Shad" Mikell assembled his school in a 6-1 count.
The doubles match was. a close
of Tiger fish, passed a critical eye
over the bunch and instructed them fought affair. Gray and Grier opposto "haul fin" to Atlanta for the ed Bradley and Staley. Gray and
purpose of giving battle to the Jacket Grier annexed the first set easily by
a score of 6-3. Bradley and Staley
sharks.
The superior outfit of Techtown however came hack strong in the sesucceeded in taking Clemson's water- cond set and won by a score of 7-5.
dogs Into the net by a 51-17 splash. The third and final set went to
In<l spite of the fact that the Tiger Davidson by a score of 6-4. The
team was badly submerged, there is doubles match was exceedingly fast
no room for discouragement. This and good tennis was displayed by
Is the first time in several seasons both teams.
The tennis team were loud in their
that Clemson has been represented
in aquatics, and a world of praise is praise of the treatment accorded to
due to the fellows composing her them at Davidson. Never have a
better bunch of sportsmen stepped
tank team.
Capt. Mike as he is better known out on a court than those men at
is the leader of our water delegation Davidson.
The Clemson Tennis team meets
and he is ably assisted in instructing
on Wednesday.
his team mates by Silcox. Both of Oglethorpe here
these lads hail from the City by the Oglethorpe has a strong team and
Sea and are thoroughly familiar with much opposition is expected when
the Tigers cross rackets with them
the tricks of the trade.
Silcox leads his team as a point Wednesday. Following this meet the
maker by scoring a total of eleven tennis team goes to Greenville to
of Clemsons' seventeen points. He enter in a quadrangular meet with
won first place in the forty yard free Georgia Tech, Furman and Carolina.
CAC—
style, second in the forty yard back
stroke, and second in the hundred DOGGETTITES VICTORIOUS IN
yard free style. He lowered the AtSLUGGING CONTEST
lanta record for the forty yard free
stroke by clipping off this distance
in twenty
seconds, flat. Rumors Clarksmen Bite The Dust To Tune
of 18 to 10.
have reached the ear of the writer
that this entitles him to first place
Riggs Field, April 21st. Not within Southern honors.
Here's hoping that its true and standing the fact that the varsity
may you continue to improve, Silky, nine struck tents, staged a war dance
and took the path for larger scalps,
go to it "bud."
Other point winners for Clemson the home diamond is still the scene
were Ferguson with
three points, of intense excitement, along with a
of the old Tiger spirit.
Wertz, two, and "Brutus" Webb, one. bunch
Very aptly can we rfer to Capt.
This same outfit journeys to Co- Jack Reames' outfit as the Rodmen.
lumbia in a few days to take on the Probably from this source, the asbig fish at Carolina.
piring components of the Sophomore
The old Clemson trot-iine is al- Civil aggregation acquired enough
ready baited with a big section of inspiration to cause them to stei.
true Tiger spirit, constant practice into the world of sports. They stepand a bunch of fighting good efforts ped, they slid, they lost.
for a team.
Bratton Williams, star north paw
Mike, we are behind you and pull- for the weavers, was the one factor
ing strong. Just drop that bunch that held the Civils to a paltry colof fiddlers in a sack and bring them lection of ten runs. These runs beback to Tigertown.
ing the results of a bunch of well
Note:
Label them "salmon" so scattered hits. T. Pup Tate comthat we will enjoy them for Sunday posed the other end of this vicious
night.
battery. Roache, on the third corHere's to you gang! go get 'em ner was going good as an animal
and we will attach Carolina more trainer. He had no difficulty in
firmly to the rail.
teaching the ground balls to jump
' —J. M. L. over under, and around his glove.
Bach sway of his majestic form was
-CACenough to justify his trying out for
ERSKINE GAME
the All Southern Follies.
For the Civils, Kinky Coleman received as many of Shorty Zeigler's
Erskine
offerings as succeeded in getting past
Smith, cf
4 0 0 0 0 1 the heavy hitting batsmen of the
Huffman, 3b ...... 3 0 0 0 0 0 Doggetters. "Altitude," Phifer was
In man, 2 b
_ 4 0 0 0 0 0 robbed of a semi-circuit of the sacks
Wolff, lb
3 0 0 12 0 0 when Handsome Harden of the cenBeard, p
3 0 0 0 4 1 ter garden made a brilliant bareSherer, c
3 0 1 13 2 0 handed catch after an almost superStuart, ss
3 0 0 2 2 0 human dash, to put himself in posiWhitsides, rf
3 0 0 0 0 0 tion beneath the rapidly descending
McCarley, If
3 0 0 0 0 0 pellet.
Score by innings:
100300020001
Totals
29 0 1 27 11 4 Clarksmen:
Bobbin Dodgers:
40300501005
Clemson
—J. M. L.
Players
AB R H PO A E
CAC
Richards. 2b
3 2 2 1 4 0
Vincent, rf
110 2 10
L. D. Harris, '20 is Plant QuaranCox, ss
_ 4 0 10 0 0 tine Inspector of U. S. Department
Reames, cf
_ 4 0 10-00 of Agriculture at Houston, Texas.
Melton, 3b
4 0 0 0 2 1
Gibson, If
4 0 0 10 0
Keel, c
3 0 0 13 1 0
Summary: Sacrifice hits Vincent
Rhem, p
3 0 0 0 10 2, Huffman. Double play, Vincent
Murr, lb
110 0 0 0 to Davis. Two base hits, Richards
Davis, lb
3 0 0 9 0 2 2, Cox. Reames.
Struck out by
Beard 14; by Rhem 13. Bases on
Totals
30 4 4 27 10 4 balls, Beard 4; Rhem 1. Runs batScore by innings:
ted in, Cox 2; Reames 1. Time of
Clemson
003 010 000—4 game, 1.28. Umpire, Bailey.
Erskine
000 000 000—0
—E. G. P.

BOX SCORES

SLOAN BROS.

WEDNESDAY'S GAME
Birmingham Southern
Players
AB B H PO A E
Godbee, c
4 0 1 10 1 2
Anderson, ss
3 10 10 0
Oaldwell, lb
4 10 9 2 0
Griffin, 2b
5 13 2 10
Norton, cf
2 0 0 0 0 0
Williams, If
4 0 0 2 0 0
Englebert, 3b
4 0 12 3 1
Mitchell, rf
4 0 0 10 1
Graham, p
3 0 2 0 3 0
Wheeler, p
10 0 0 0 0
Totals

34 3 7 27 10 4
Clemson
Plavers
AB B H PO A E
Richards, 2h
5 113 10
Vincent, rf
4 114 10
Cox, ss
5 0 2 12 3
Reames, cf
_ 5 12 5 10
Melton, 3b
4 0 2 0 4 1
Harmon, If
4 1110 0
Murr, lb
4 0 1 9 0 1
Stevenson, c
2 0 13 11
Keel, c
2 0 1110
Gibson, p
3 110 2 0

We do not sell all the good
Goodfl in town, BUT what
WE DO SELL ARE GOOD.
o • o
Root. Burns Cigars,
Nunnally's Candy.
Waterman Fountain Pens,
Arrow Shirts aad Collars,
Knitted aad Military Ties,
Khaki Regulation Skirts
and Trousers.
Army Shoes, Special Made.
Bath Robes and Slippers.
Minima* Silk and Wool
Hose.

Special Attention Given
to Ordering Athletic
Goods—only two days
required.
RACKETS RESTRUNG
SWEATERS
WHITE DUCKS
BASKETBALL SHOES
TENNIS RACKETS

SLOAN BROS

Totals
38 5 13 27 13 6
Score by innings:
Clemson
100 001 300—5
B'ham. Sou.
101 010 000—3
Summary: Stolen base,. Anderson.
Sacrifice hits, Norton 2; Gibson. Two
base hits, Harmon, Keel, God'bee.
Three base hit, Melton. Bases on
balls, Gibson 4. Struck out, Graham 9; Gibson 2. Left on bases,
Birmingham Southern 11; Clemson
S. Runs batted in, Reames 4; Murr
1. Umpire, Washburn.
CAC— —
THURSDAY'S GAME
Alabama
Players
Pitts, 3b
Gillis, ss
Elmore, If
Rosenfull, lb
Hubert, c
Propst, cf
Oliver, cf
Green, 2b
Cunningham, p

AB B H PO
5 110
4 10 4
5 113
3 0 1 12
4 12 4
4 12 0
3 0 0 2
4 0 12
3 1 0 0

A
0
6
0
0
2
0
0
5
2

E
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

35 6 8 27 15
Clemson
Players
AB B H PO A E
BATl KMIS GAME
Richards, 2b
4
Vincent, rf
4
Mississippi
Cox, ss
4
Reames, cf
3
Players
AB R H PO A E
Melton, 3b
2
Huesrins, ss
4 12 2 10
Gibson, If
4
Hamilton, 2b
5 0 10 4 0
Davis, lb
3
Busby, cf
5 0 0 3 0 0
Keel, c
2
Dickin, lb
1 0 0 11 1 0
Rhem, p
3
Lyons, p
3 0 0 0 3 0
3 2 2 5 0 0
Totals
29 4 o 24 12 7 Austin, c
Bailey, rf
3 2 0 10 0
Score by innings:
3 110 0 0
Clemson
004 000 000—4 Lee, If
Alabama
100 122 OOx—6 Lambright, 3b. 4 0 2 5 5 1
10 0 0 0 0
Summai-y: Stolen bases, Propst, Carter, If
Keel. Sacrifice hits ,Davis, Melton
32
8 27 14
2, Gillis, Rosenfell.
Passed ball, Totals
Keel. Wild pitch, Rhem. Left on
Clemson
bases, Alabama 9; Clemson 3. Bases
on balls, Rhem 2; Struck out, Rhem
AB R H PO A E
5; Cunningham 4. Runs batted in. Players
Richards, 2b
5 0 0 4 12
Reames 2.
Vincent, rf
3 12 10 0
-CACCox, ss
4 0 10 11
Reames, cf
4 12 2 0 0
FRDDAY'S GAME
Melton, 3b
4 0 12 12
Gibson, p
4 0 2 13 0
Mississippi
Keel, c
4 0 0 5 3 0
Harmon, If
4 0 0 110
Players
AB R H PO A E Murr, If ..._ _...... 3 0 0 8 10
Huggins, ss
4 1 10 3 0 Stevenson x
10 0 0 0 0
Hamilton, 2 b
3 0 0 13 1
Busby, cf
4 0 0 0 0 0 Totals
36 2 8 24 11 5
Dickin, lb
4 1 0 12 1 0
xBatted for Murr in 9th.
Lyon, 3b
3 0 1110 Score by innings:
Austin, c
2 0 1 11 0 0 Clemson
001 010 000—2
Bailey, rf
2 0 0 0 0 0 Mississippi
000 033 0 00—6
Lee, If
3 0 0 2 0 0
Summary—Two base hit, Gibson.
Lambright, p
3 0 0 0 3 0 Home run, Reames. Struck out by
Lyons 5; Gibson 4. Bases on balls,
Totals
28 2 3 27 11 1 Gibson 6. Earned runs, Miss. 3;
Clemson 2. Left on bases, Miss. 9;
Clemson
Clemson 8. Wild pitch, Gibson.
Double play, Melton to Murr. Runs
Players
AB R H PO A E batted in Reames 1; Gibson 1.
Richards, 2b
3 0 0 12 1
—E. D. T.
Vincent, rf
3 0 0 3 0 0
—
CAC
Cox, ss
4 0 0 2 10
JUST IN TIME
Reames, cf
3 0 0 10 0
Melton, 3b
3 0 0 0 11
Little Johnnie, who had been prayGibson, If
3 0 13 0 0
Davis, lb
3 0 0 7 2 0 ing for some months for God to send
Keel, c
_
3 0 0 4 0 0 him a baby brother .finally became
Crosland, p
2 0 0 0 10 discouraged. "I don't believe God
Harmon, x
10 0 0 0 0 has any more little hoys to send."
Stevenson xx
10 0 0 0 0 he told his mother, "and I'm going
to quit praying."
Early one morning not long after
Totals
29 0 1 24 7 2
this he was taken into his mother's
xBatted for Vincent in 9th.
room to see twin boys who had arxxBatted for Crosland in 9th.
rived in the night. Johnnie regardScore by innings:
ed them .thoughtfully for
some
Clemson
000 000 000—0 minutes and then remarked: "Golly,
Mississippi
000 000 llx—2 it's a good thing I stopped praying
Summary—Earned runs, Miss. 1, when I did!" ■—Exchange.
Two base hit, Austin, Three base hits,
Gibson.
Bases on balls, Lambright
Judge.—You are charged
with
1; Crosland 0, Left on bases, Miss. running down a pliceman. What
5; Clemson 3 . Sacrifice hits, Hamil- have you to say for yourself?
ton, Bailey.
Stolen base, Bailey.
Motorist.'—I didn't know he was
Struck out by Lamzright 11; Cros- an officer, Your Honor; I thought he
land, 3. Hit by pitcher, Austin by was just a pedestrian—New York
Crosland.
Sun.
M. Pearson came up on a cadet
CAC
fishing during church.
Dr. and Mrs. W. M. Rlggs left
M. Pearson—"How's luck?"
Tuesday for Atlanta to attend the
Frankee Howell looking up—"Not
Grand Opera.
worth a d-m now."
Totals

RADIO SUPPLIES
Authorized agency Radio Corporation of America, handling standard
goods at list prices. Day by day, in
every way, our stock is more complete. Tell us what you want; if us
have not got it in stock, we will deliver it direct from the wholesale distributor in a few hours' time.
Clemson orders given special attention.

PHILLIPS & COMPANY
PRINTERS

SENECA, S.

C.

Black-Eyed Susan
Invites you to call any evening (except
Sunday and
Monday) 4 to 7.

Suppers only by Special
Arrangement
Homemade ice creams
and sherbets
Cake, pie, salads, sandwiches
Waffles on Wednesday
NEXT TO KELLAR'S STORE

Cleaning and Pressing
Bring Your Work to The

Old Reliable
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

CLIFT CRAWFORD'S
PRESSING CLUB

